Firstly, I am sorry that the results of the Thumpers were a bit late being
sent out but I am afraid that I went down with a brahma of a cold after the trial
and I am still suffering and attempting to get over it so I am hoping that I shall
make it to club night.
This cold thing, and the weather on Sunday morning, didn’t make me too
enthusiastic to scale the heights of the QE2 bridge and make our way to Canada
Heights for the Jack Thompson. We had comments from the Sidcup Club that
there was a good number of entries from this side of the river, but of course, this
is always the case - not only do we provide a goodly part of the entry but we come
home with most of the spoils!
I hope those who entered and went enjoyed themselves and that they had the
benefit of the weather improving after midday as it did here in mid-Essex.
Sunday morning, 24th November, the day of the 22nd running of the Eastern
Thumpers. Alarm clock wakes us before the sound of torrential rain falling
outside. Shall we get up, I suppose so - it sounded horrendous and upon looking
out of the window - it was!
Thankfully it stopped (ish) while Jeff Stott made his way to Boreham to join
us for the speedboat trip up the A12. However, it did rain by the very big
bucketfull all the way ‘til we got to the car auction when the sun came out! Yes,
the sun stayed out for the majority of the day and all our earlier fears were
dispelled.
Very nice to see Wallace and Gromit campaigning their Millenium Triumph.
I understand that a severe lack of fitness caused some concern on the part of
Gromit but . . . they finished and that was good.
As usual there was quite a lot of discussion at the end as to whether the
severity of the event was too hard, too easy or about right. Overall I think from
what I have heard and seen it was about right but perhaps, quite rightly, erred
on the easy side. I say quite rightly as if we had been blessed with the weather
that Michael Fish and his cronies had promised us then we could well have been
in for a re-run of the Battle of the Somme! Better safe than sorry!
Before I continue with my next comments I must arrange to get some
‘protection’, you know, big blokes wearing dark glasses etc. My comments
concern the sidecars. Did you realise that the sidecars only did two laps? Yes,
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the poor little dears only had to undertake a measly 34 sections. Why? Deputations, that why! Mind you, I can hear the comments from the solos even now good job too - did away with most of the queues.
Now I know that the move to two laps was not what one could call universally
popular amongst the crews, other than those who had their Sunday lunch timed
for half past one. Now, if you have any views, strong or wimp, on whether we
should have a ‘short’ trial for the sidecars then please put pen to paper and I will
endeavour to include it in a future issue of Trials n Tribs, libel laws etc
permitting of course.
I hope you all wished Happy Birthday to our ‘birthday boy’, Peter Daw, who
was campaigning the WBM rigid - 3 speed chicken under the watchful gaze of
Mum and Dad.
Was very pleased to see that
Gibby kept going to finish on the
girder route whilst riding ‘big’ Eric.
That is a beast as the older
amongst you who were privileged to
ride M20s or M21s in trials during
National Service will no doubt
vouch.
Once again we made an appeal
in the Thumpers programme for
riders to bring along a gift to show
their appreciation to all the hard
work put in by the observers, officials and other helpers. This, as the
wording in the programme implied,
is mainly aimed at our own mem- Chairman Ted admires the Harleys at Newmarket.

bers but the generosity of riders from
other clubs and out of the centre is
wonderful to behold. We are very
pleased to announce that every observer was offered a bottle and a ‘box’
from the great selection. Any of the
officials and helpers who missed out,
then please give Tracey a call and we
shall see about putting something to
one side for you.
I said earlier that I was a little late
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internet enabled and visited the
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Thumpers website on Sunday night
£1200
(www.thumpers.org.uk ) after about
ten o’clock then you would have found
the full results posted there and then by Tuesday you would have found a
selection of half a dozen pictures to go along with the results. If you have the
opportunity then have a look.
I realise that there are some of our number, in fact an ever increasing
number, who seem to have a love affair with the megaliths from Milwaukee,
namely the two (or three) wheeled conveyances constructed by Mr Harley and Mr
Davidson. I just cannot get my head around the attraction of these machines but
I have decided that to balance the issue, I shall include a monthly photograph
which should please both sides of the Harley divide - those of us who want to
look at the bike and those of us who prefer to look at the ‘accessories’. Mind you,
I suppose that I shall have to endure the wrath of the Duchess of Stone Street for
including the piccys which brighten up some of our lives!
As is usual at this time of year. Mike Harden and his merry men (very merry
after the sherry and mince pies to be had on the 28th!) are holding two
Plonkarounds over the Christmas period. Hopefully, we shall manage to make it
to Raydon this year.
As has been discussed earlier, we requested gifts for our observers - well,
Dave Thorpe, winner of the Unit class by several miles, donated a bottle of a

rather unusual mixture which, I am
assured by Tracey, he wanted to be
‘road tested’ by one of our lady observers, with a view to finding out if
it ‘worked’. The ‘beverage’ in question is Niagara, a drink, the manufacturers of which from Sweden are
currently in a legal fight with the
Pfizer pharmaceutical company over
whether it can be treated as the female equivalent of Viagara and
whether its name is too close to the
name of the little blue pills. Now, the
makers of Niagara claim that their
‘blue beverage’ was on sale before
Viagara - we shall have to wait and
see the outcome.
I digress. A ballot was carried
out, that is Tony Appleton was asked
to give us a number, and Lyn Patey
was the lucky recipient. We, and
Dave await the ‘road test’ report!
Had a very welcome response to
the Earthquake Appeal in last
months issue. I guess that more people have commented favourably about that
than anything else I have included in the magazine over the last nine years or so!
Anything you may find (that is printable) and doesn’t infringe too many laws
will be most gratefully accepted for inclusion in this illustrious publication.
Articles of general interest are always welcome. I don’t tend to go to Jumblies
very often so perhaps someone can spill the beans as to why they are the next
best thing to car boot sales. Don’t go to them either!
To finish I would like to wish you all a Happy Christmas from Tracey and
myself and hope that you continue to enjoy a five free ride during 2003!
All the best,

Jim
Manufactured by Nordic Drinks in Sweden, Niagara
contains a mixture of exotic South American herbs
(including damiana, schizandra, guarana and mat'e)
and a little caffeine to give you "good staying power."
Featured on Good Morning America, The Today
Show, Inside Edition and countless television and
radio shows, Niagara has become a nationwide sensation - and demand for it just keeps growing. So put a
little romance back in the bedroom and buy your own
little blue bottles today!

Hope you all enjoyed the Thumpers as much as we did.
Although we spent a fair amount of time rolling around in the
mud and notching up the "fives" it was still great to be back on
"the other side of the fence".
Thanks to the Daw Family, especially Daph, who helped sort
us out of various pickles.
When we set off for the event we thought it was going to be a
real wash out of a day but right on cue the sun came out and it
was beautiful.
Congratulations to all the class winners and many thanks to
everyone who came along to observe we hope you were kept
entertained.
Now does anyone know a personal fitness trainer who is
looking for a challenge . . . . . . . ?
Spotted the following item under the heading of Fast News:
Enfield Box Gets Up to Speed - Keeping it's finger on the
pulse of modem trends, Royal Enfield has dumped its fourspeed right-side change shift box with a one-down, four-up
pattern. The old box was designed in 1949 and has remained
virtually unchanged ever since but the new one drags the bike
kicking and screaming into the 1970s and follows hot on the
heels of the introduction of an electric start! So sure is Enfield
of the new mechanism's efficiency, it no longer has a special
neutral selector lever. A six-speed version can be expected in
around 2030!
Not looking quite so far ahead, only to January 2003, we pay
our annual visit to the scout headquarters at Boxford. Don't
forget to make a note in your diaries. This is "an enter on the
day" event but regs are available now if required.
In the meantime have a magical Christmas and a sparkling
New Year.

Heather

Scene: We take you now to the Oval Office and eavesdrop on a conversation
between Geaorge 'Dubya' Bush and 'Condi' Rice, his newly appointed aide who
could, it is thought, be the next Vice President of the grand old U.S. of A.
Condi! Nice to see you. What's happening?
Sir, I have the report here about the new leader of China.
Great. Lay it on me.
Hu is the new leader of China.
That's what I want to know.
That's what I'm telling you.
That's what I'm asking you. Who is the new leader of China?
Yes.
I mean the fellow's name.
Hu.
The guy in China.
Hu.
The new leader of China.
Hu.
The Chinaman!
Hu is leading China.
Now whaddya' asking me for?
I'm telling you Hu is leading China.
Well, I'm asking you. Who is leading China?
That's the man's name.
That's who's name?
Yes.
Will you or will you not tell me the name of the new leader of China?
Yes, sir.
Yassir? Yassir Arafat is in China? I thought he was in the Middle East.
That's correct.
Then who is in China?
Yes, sir.
Yassir is in China?
No, sir.
Then who is?
Yes, sir.
Yassir?
No, sir.
Look, Condi. I need to know the name of the new leader of China. Get
me the Secretary General of the U.N. on the phone.

Kofi?
No, thanks.
You want Kofi?
No.
You don't want Kofi.
No. But now that you mention it, I could use a glass of milk. And then
get me the U.N.
Yes, sir.
Not Yassir! The guy at the U.N.
Kofi?
Milk! Will you please make the call?
And call who?
Who is the guy at the U.N?
Hu is the guy in China.
Will you stay out of China?!
Yes, sir.
And stay out of the Middle East! Just get me the guy at the U.N.
Kofi.
All right! With cream and two sugars. Now get on the phone. (Condi
picks up the phone.)
Rice, here.
Rice? Good idea. And a couple of egg rolls, too. Maybe we should send
some to the guy in China. And the Middle East. Can you get Chinese

We don’t want this number again do we Gromit!
photo by WBM Studios, Gt Waldingfield
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The Salisbury MC & LCC pulled out all the stops to once again run their
‘Arbuthnot Trial’ after an absence of two years. In the year 2000 it had been
cancelled due to the petrol crisis, then in 2001 the foot and mouth epidemic hit
all off road sport really hard and this forced it to be cancelled once more. This
seriously disappointed many regular pre 65 riders. But in 2002 on Sunday the
15th of September the famous ‘Arbuthnot Trial ‘ returned. Most of the regular
riders plus some new ones, eagerly assembled in the car park at the rear of the
‘Barford Inn’ in ‘Barford St. Martin’, which is situated just west of Salisbury in
those lovely rolling chalk hills, deep in the county of Wiltshire.
Just to refresh your memory the ‘Arbuthnot’ is a Pre 65 Trial which does its
best to re-enact the style and format of ‘Reliability Trials’ held between the two
world wars.
Consequently it is primarily for motorcycles with no rear suspension, but a
few years ago rear sprung pre units were allowed to take part and compete in the
interests of keeping up the numbers of entrants. The route around the course
is always around 78 miles with this year, 14 sections. This might not seem like
many sections but included were two special tests and two checkpoints. The
first test was a timed flat out blast up a steep natural hillside track with no
footing allowed! The second one was a start and stop box affair, again timed but
across the camber of a steep grassy valley. Included in this were two 180-degree
turns around big old oak trees. This was where my speedway skills really

Dave Blanchard

Brian Clark

John Excell

showed up as my rear wheel stepped out of line and dumped me on my ear. Yes
I have ears on my backside! Plus bruises inside my right leg, but these are all
official in the style of the pre second world war bruises that all motorcyclists
suffered from when being over enthusiastic with the twistgrip or rear brake
pressure as in my little escapade.
Teams of three are always encouraged at this event and this year Brian Clark
(1939 Matchless), our team organiser John Excell on his 1938 BSA, plus yours

truly on my 1938 Ariel were entered as ‘Team Kent Mix’. We were all mounted
on girder fork bikes riding the harder competition sections and managed to just
win the team award by virtue of having the fastest aggregate time with a total of
18 points lost under the 0135 system. It was a very close run thing because
‘Team Fukarwe’ also lost 18 points, although, they rode the more friendly
Colonial sections.
The girder fork class was won by an out of practice Brian Clark riding a bike
called ‘Maggie’(1939 Matchless) losing only 4 points all day with 3 of these being
collected on the hardest section 12 in true ‘Spiderman’ footing fashion. This
being the style required for success in this section by a man who had not ridden
since January’s Talmag! Nice one, ‘You Jammy Old Sod’ Clarky!
Len Hutty (1943 Matchless) of course won the telescopic rigid class going
‘squeaky-clean’ as usual, beating a regular and enthusiastic ‘Long Distance
Trialer’ by virtue of fastest time. So, Ian Watkins (1952 AJS) had to settle for
runner up by being just over 1 second slower than Len. But! Ian was 5 seconds
quicker than the next man Mike Endean, (1954 AJS) who was also clean.
Colonial Girder fork man of the moment was S. Hart (1933 Royal Enfield),
with Colonial Telefork supremo I. George (1943 Matchless) who also beat all
other riders in his particular class.
Competition Sidecar class winners were C.Brindle and passenger J. Pegler
riding their 1944 Ariel outfit. Whilst the ‘Colonial’ three wheeler equivalent class
was taken by M.Burton and J. Burton with a ‘Grande Old ‘ 1939 Norton 16H
sidevalve combination.
The pre unit rear sprung class which is still in its infancy in this event was
won with another clean ride by G.Greenland (1956 Ariel HT5). He narrowly beat
W.Bryant (1963 AJS) who was also clean, but 4 seconds difference in their times
sorted the winner.
Important mention must be given to the ‘doyen’ of trials reporters, Ralph
Venables. He has always supported this event as well as many others and there
was no way that his current poor health would stop him attending. Seen at the
start with his wife Pam he managed also to attend the section that decided the
trial for many of the classes. Sitting in a chair at the beginning of section 12 his
interest in the proceedings was really enthusiastic as he chatted to many riders
about their progress through the day.

Many thanks for attending Ralph; it made a big difference.
Our lunch stop this year was a pleasant surprise because the restaurant had
to be accessed by tracks and not tarmac roads, certainly unusual to say the least.
This place was situated in pretty woodland and staffed by young serving maids
dressed in little black numbers and white frilly blouses with cloths draped over
their arms. In stark contrast, old sweaty trials riders were sitting eight to a table,
noshing, drinking and telling wild lurid tales of dubious truth. An experience
never to be forgotten! Under the health and safety regulations the pretty young
serving wenches could have been dangerous to some, as old hearts were beating
more quickly due to watching these ample young things trotting back and forth
trying to feed sixty one riders. Better than TV any day!
So! If there are any rigid bike riders out there who fancy a fantastic trial
amongst fantastic scenery with friendship and camaraderie thrown in for good
measure, have a go at the ‘Arbuthnot Trial’. You cannot fail to enjoy it!

Dave Blanchard
Things You Can Get Away with Saying At Christmas
Talk about a huge breast!
Tying the legs together keeps the inside moist.
If I don't undo my trousers, I'll burst!
Whew, that's one terrific spread!
Just wait your turn, you'll get some.
Don't play with your meat.
Just spread the legs open and stuff it in.
Do you think you'll be able to handle all these people at once?
How long will it take after you stick it in?
Wow, I didn't think I could handle all of that!
That's the biggest one I've ever seen!

Part 2
Long ago he came to the view that one Samuel Hamilton
Miller was the outstanding trials rider of his time - perhaps all time? A view he
holds to this day which few can argue the point.
Miller may not be to everybody's liking but he is an outstanding rider who
left nothing to chance; there is more than a hint of RGV-style preparation in
the way he tackles every hazard!
Ralph's nomination as the outstanding scrambler of the period was unexpected. I had thought probably Jeff Smith or maybe Geoff Ward, Dave Curtis
or one of the Rickman brothers. Knowing Ralph's preference for British
fourstrokes, I was certainly surprised when he pronounced, after a moments
hesitation, the name of the late Brian Stonebridge. John Giles is his personal
favourite and ranks with Jeff Smith as the best all-rounders.
Today Ralph is as active as ever. In April [1993] he will be 79 years of age
and still he writes a regular weekly column for 'Trials and Motocross News'
entitled Ralph Remembers. He also reports on modern trials for TMX across
an area covering most of Dorset, Somerset and Wiltshire and contributes
reports on such prestigious events as the Talmag Trophy, the Pre- 65 Scottish
and the Bonanza trial for the monthly glossies, 'Classic Motor Cycle' and
'Classic Bike'.
I have a strong feeling that Ralph prefers the timeless civility of a pre-65
trial but he is almost equally at home amid the roar of an open exhaust pipe
and the aroma of Castrol 'R' at a pre-65 scramble.
At Farleigh Castle I sensed an air of expectancy and excitement building in
him as the first race approached, a quality that hasn't changed over the years,
although he attends modern trials for TMX he is much more selective about
scrambles.
The Bonanza trial and scramble is a well-established must, mainly to see
the pastmasters in action and to chew over the fat with the likes of Sammy
Miller, Gordon Jackson, Don Rickman, Jeff Smith, John Avery, John Draper,
etc., etc.
Also on his list is the main Pre-65 MXC event at Frensham but Ralph
confided that to date his intention to get along to see for himself has been
frustrated by his busy reporting schedule, He has, however, fond memories of
that venue where, over 40 years ago, he organised a scramble for the Aldershot
club! Maybe he will manage a trip back to see the old British fourstrokes in
action there in 1993!
In 1992 he was much taken with the Pre-65 Grand Prix at Farleigh Castle.
Again the main attractions were the pastmasters events, with the sights and

sounds of well padded men, most of them well past the first flush of youth,
racing potent machinery (and if it was British fourstroke machinery, so much
the better!)
The presence of names such as Smith, Lampkin, Rickman, Burton, Lundell, Aim, Allan, Roberton, Browning and the like is guaranteed to set Ralph
off on a very nostalgic journey indeed. You can rest assured that come August
1st, 1993, Ralph will once again be at Farleigh Castle to see the giants of
yesteryear do battle.
But what of the man himself? There is no doubt that Ralph has firm views
on everything he holds dear. There is little chance of a 'half-way house' state
for Ralph! Why have second best when first is better?
He likes things done properly, or not at all. A trial or scramble should be
organised to the best of one's ability and should cater for the needs of the
riders, the officials and the spectators.
Late entries - which result in incomplete programmes - is one particular pet
hate of his.
Way back in 1957 when he first 'retired' Ralph's decision was prompted by
the strong desire to hand over to someone else. He had put so much physical
and mental effort in 10 years of organising that it was time for somebody else
to have a go.
The break was intended to sound dramatic, how else could the various
'somebody else' personalities be persuaded to actually put their full efforts in?
I suspect that Ralph suffered from withdrawal symptoms for some time
after that announcement.

Even today he can point with unerring accuracy to what is wrong with the
sport in general and any specific event
in particular.
That ability to identify the right ingredients of an activity is another of his
hallmarks. With Ralph no 'padding' or
'hype' is necessary, instead he likes to
get straight to the heart of the matter.
And his record? Well 'Competition
Commentary' ran for 300 issues in 'The
Motor Cycle' and 'Ralph Remembers'
has just chalked up number 500 in
TMX. In between there was the small
matter of 953 'Sporting Scene' columns for Motor Cycle News.
When he finally retires on his 80th birthday in April 1994 the total score of
columns is likely to have passed the 1800 mark, not counting the articles and
features for the glossies!
The question now is, who will replace him? Indeed, can he be replaced ?
RGV is an institution, an integral part of off-road sport - today and yesterday. His contribution is unique, at 78 his mind is as vital and alert as ever, his
wit acerbic and his analysis as pointed as a pin. He is restless and mercurial;
at times he can be cantankerous and impatient, but he is never rude.
He has a keen eye and can appreciate a pretty face as readily as he can
admire a good looking British fourstroke circa 1960.
He is an authority on jazz, not just any jazz but the traditional white jazz of
the 1920's and 1930'5.
Something I didn't know until I visited him at Swallowcliffe but which fits
perfectly with the image of the man, he likes fast cars! Over the years he has
owned an MG Magna, Aston Martin Le Mans, Allard, Daimler Dart and Jensen
Healey.
His current set of wheels - other than for local pottering - is a jet black
Reliant Scimitar Turbo ("It's got a fantastic performance," says Ralph, "I can
spin the wheels in top gear?") Like his other favourites the Scimitar is opentopped to blow the cobwebs away.
So who will follow Ralph? Others may attempt to fill the gap when he finally
packs away his typewriter, but, to my mind Ralph is irreplaceable. I warrant
there won't be another quite like him. The mould was broken some years back,
the instructions on how to repair or re-make long since discarded and lost.
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If providing computer hard copy, a font size of 12pt minimum is preferred whilst articles
supplied on floppy disc should be saved in text format.

Jeff Smith once wrote of Ralph as "motor cycling's best friend" and sidecar star
Frank Wilkins once remarked "there's only one Ralph Venables- thank heavens!"
Those two quotes may sum up reactions to the man but, when all is said
and done, off-road motorcycling needs champions and Ralph has certainly
been one of those.
Postscript
When our editor, Mr Woodmason, asked me to bring up to date, the 1993
article on RGV, written by Dave Gittins, I was flattered, honoured and puzzled
all at the same time, but then I thought I have probably known RGV longer
, so here goes.
than Dave
I first heard and saw RGV when I was still at school, at Southern Centre
trials and scrambles and then reading about them later in 'The Motor Cycle'
together with his gossip column 'Competition Commentary'. I first met him
when our club should have assisted the Sunbeam and Waterlooville clubs in
running the Southern Experts in the mid-fifties, we helped prepare the event,
but unfortunately petrol rationing came along and my club backed out. The
trial went on regardless!
I saw a lot of RGV during the sixties as he co-opted me onto the Southern
Centre Rights of Way Committee, one of the first, if not the first, in the country.
I then packed up trials until the early Nineties but had seen RGV a few times
during this period at trials like the Perce Simon etc. where keeping up with
him whilst walking between sections left you feeling as if you had just completed an assault course!
My wife and I were thrilled to be invited to Ralph's 80th Birthday party, at
Motcombe, in Dorset, in April 1994, which also celebrated his and Pam's 30th
Wedding Anniversary. His birthday was also celebrated at a reunion of Southern Centre trials riders and the 'Trade' event at Oxford, organised by John
Avery, Arthur Pulman and Ron Langston. Remember, this was a man who has
worked tirelessly for our sport since before the last world war! He was
celebrating his 80th birthday and still going strong, some record I'd say.
However, somewhat belated, in 1997 along comes his reward in the form of
the MBE for 'Sixty Years of Service to Motor Cycle Journalism'.
Ralph is now I believe 88, still reporting on trials and still writing his weekly
column for 'TMX'. Not bad an output for anybody! But unfortunately, Ralph is
suffering from the debilitating Motor-Neurone Disease, which he admits has
slowed him up a bit. I saw him earlier this year, at his home, just before his
annual pilgrimage to Scotland and he was full of plans for the trip
To come right up to date I must report on RGV's latest mode of transport.
I first remember him during his Ariel and Allard era and those of us that know
the lanes around his home at Swallowcliffe will think that his Electric Ultra
Glide Buggy to be quite fast enough!

Mick Brown

